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Confucianism, Daoism,
and Buddhism

Shinto and Buddhism
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Some maps give information not just about a place but

also about the people who live there. This map shows the

major religions of the world. It gives a'picture,of where

the people who follow these different religions live. A map

tike this is useful for learning about the culture of a place.
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Christiani$ is the most poPular

religion in the world today, with

nearly 2 billion believers. lslam

is the second most popular, with

about 1 billion believers;
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Name

I In this part of Asia,

Confucianism is

popular.

4 As you move further
in Asia, there

are more people who
follow ChristianitY.

5 This small continent
has many Christians,
but also followers of
Islam and Judaism.

8 Japan is the
only country
where the 

-

religion is practiced.

l0 Shinto and Buddhism
are the main religions
on this island nation.

12 This is the world's
most popular religion,
found on every
continent.

14 This continent has more
different religions than
any other.

15 In Asia there are many followers of 

-
north of a lar$e Hindu area.

16 Along this northern ocean, many people have

theiiown indigenous beliefs, marked "other"'

17 Many Jews and Christians sailed across the

Ocean from EuroPe to settle in

America.
19 This religion is popular in east Asia, especially

China.
22 Many followers of Judaism live near ,

rather than in the countryside.

23 This is one country that has many people that

follow the same religion.
24 This line of latitude runs across Christian areas

of South America and Africa.
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3 The country of India is made up mostly of
people who follow

6 In the Part of Asia, there are many

followers of Buddhism and Islam.

7 The followers of 

- 
are found

throughout many continents of the world'

9 The part of Africa has many followers

of Islam.
ll There are so few people here that there is no

major religion noted.

13 This island continent has many Christians and

"others."
18 A large area of this continent has followers of

Islam.
20 Populations with unspecified or indigenous

beliefs are labeled as '

21 This religion is popular in northern Africa and

southern Asia.
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2 Like its neighbor to the south, this continent

has followers of Christianity, Judaism, and "other'"
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